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ABSTRACT 
During  the  EEC  Symposium  on  "Principles  and  methods  for 
determining  ecological  criteria  on  hydrobiocenoses"  (Luxemburg 
1975)  it appeared  that  " ...  the  study  of the  various  ecological 
types  with  which  watercourses  in  the  Member  States  of the 
Commission  of the  European  Communities  are  associated,  corres-
ponding  to  biocenoses  with  similar ecological  requirements  is  a 
matter of some  urgency ..... A  biotypological  classification of 
watercourses  in  the  Community  is  a  preliminary  requisite  to  any 
generally  adopted scientific assessment  of the  ecological 
consequences  of pollution  on  hydrobiocenoses  and  the  determina-
tion  of ecological  criteria ...  "  (AMAVIS  and  SMEETS,  1976). 
A  proposal  for  such  a  biotypological  classification  has 
been  worked  out  by  the  author of this  document  with  the  help 
of experts  of the  Member  States. 
The  classification is  based  on  the  selection of a  restricted 
number  of  physico-chemical  parameters  (width,  slope,  water 
hardness,  structure  of substratum  and  temperature  regime)  with a 
minimum  number  of subdivisions  (3  to  4).  The  combination  of these 
parameters  with  their respective  subdivisions  leads  to  a  theore-
tical  classification  system of 432  macrohabitat  classes  charac-
terizing  portions  of watercourses. 
A  minimum  number  of plant  and  animal  group  have  been  selected 
from  all  the  groups  of organisms  which  can  be  found  in  running 
waters  to  characterize  biocenotypes. This  theoretical  macrohabitat  classification  system 
should  be  followed  by  an  extensive  hydrobiological  sampling 
program  in  as  many  portions  of watercourses  as  possible  in 
different  hydrographic  basins  of countries  in  the  Community. 
Since  the  aim  of this  biotypological  classification is 
\ 
IV 
to  serve  as  a  reference  system  for  future  water  quality  surveys, 
the  hydrobiological  samplings  shall  be  restricted to  unpolluted 
portions  of watercourses. 
The  latter procedure  should  finally  lead  to  the  establish-
ment  of  (a  relatively  small  number  of)  major  macrohabitats  and 
to  the  selection of "taxonomic  units" which  can  be  utilized 
for  the  definitive  hydrobiocenotypes  characteristic  for 
ecological  types  in  watePcourses  of the  Community. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 
In  November  1975,  a  Colloquium was  organized in Luxemburg 
by  the  Health Protection Directorate of the  Directorate-General 
for Social Affairs of the Commission of the European Communities, 
together with the Environment  and  Consumer  Protection Service 
and  the Environmental  Research  Division of  the Directorate 
General  for  Research,  Science  and  Education. 
The  theme  of  the  Symposium which  was  attended by  approxima-
tely 80  experts of member  countries of  the  Community  was  : 
"Principles  and  methods  for  determining ecological criteria on 
hydrobiocenoses". 
The  main  objective of this European Scientific Colloquium 
the results of which were  published by  AMAVIS  and  SMEETS  in  a 
530  pages  volume  was •.. 
"to  define  a  scientific basis  for  assessing  the  results of 
pollution  on  hydrobiocenoses  (aquatic  fauna  and  flora)  and 
the  biological  methods  to  be  used  in  assessing  the  extent 
of such  pollution". 
Indeed,  as  formulated  pertinently by  the  rapporteurs 
TENDRON  and  RAVERA 
"The  principles  of Community  environmental  policy  demand  that 
ecological  requirements be  taken  into  consideration  in  the 
determination  of quality  objectives,  with  a  view  to  satis-
fying  the  demands  of the  protection of human  health  against 
pollution  and  nuisances,  saveguarding  the  natural  environ-
ment,  especially  flora  and  fauna,  preserving  natural resources~  and  preserving~  restoring  and  improving  the 
quality  of human  life". 
2.-
From  several  papers  presented,  as well  as  from  the vivid 
floor discussions  among  the  numerous  experts present, it appeared 
that in order  to be  able  to assess  the effect of pollutants  on 
aquatic  ecosystems  and  to define criteria and  standards for  the 
protection of our watercourses,  more  knowledge  should be  gained 
on  the typical biocenoses  populating !otic biotopes. 
Indeed,  as  pointed out clearly by  VERNEAUX  during  the 
Symposium  : 
"the  global  elements  of the  ecosystem  :  water  substrate 
(drainage  basin~  wate1~  table,  bed,  banks)  and  the  trophic 
structure,  are  functionnaly  indissociabl~,  any  change  in 
one  having  an  ~ffect on  the  whole  system.  The  biological 
structure  and  1uater  quality  are  interdependent:_  :  they  a:Pe 
both  determined  and  determining,  each  being  dependent  on 
the  quality of the  other". 
VERNEAUX  further  emphasized  that  : 
"part  of watercourses  may  be  related  t~  ecological  types 
characterized  by  qualitatively  and  quantitatively different 
populations,  from  diatoms  to  fish  and  the  ecological  objec-
tives  and  criteria must  be  determined  in  relation  to  the 
ecological  type  of which  the  part of the  watercourse  in 
question  belongs". 
As  a  result,  the first of  the  conclusions  formulated at 
the  end  of this most  fruitful international Colloquium,  with regard 
to the nature  and  conduct of action to be  carried out at the 3.-
Community  level  ,  was  that  : 
"the  study  of the  various  ecological  types  with  which  water-
courses  in  the  Member  States  of the  Commission  of the 
European  Communities  are  associated,  corresponding  to  bio-
cenoses  with  similar  ecological  Pequirements,  is  a  matber 
of some  urgency.  These  types  are  characterized  by  their 
specific  composition,  the  relative  frequency  of the  taxa 
and  their  trophic  levels". 
A  biotypological classification of watercourses  in the 
Community  is  a  preliminary requisite to  any  generally adopted 
scientific assessment of  the  ecological  consequences  of pollution 
on  hydrobiocenoses  and  the  determination of ecological criteria 
(exposure/effect  and  exposure/reaction relationships) Q 
The  present  study is an  attempt  towards  a  biotypological 
classification system of lotic waters within the Community. 
It should  be  emphasized here that this classification system 
shall only  take  "non-polluted"  lotic environments  in considera-
tion,  in order  to establish the  "zero  pollution"  state of 
aquatic ecosystems
1
as  a  reference base. 
2.  CLASSIFICATION  SYSTEMS  OF  WATERCOURSES 
Since  the  end  of  the  last century,  many  systems  of classi-
fication which  can  roughly  be  qualified as  "biotypological" 
have  been worked  out  and  applied,  mostly  on  a  local or restricted 
geographical basis. 4.-
It is out of  the  scope  of  this work  to quote  and  discuss 
the  value  of  each of  the  many  systems  put  forward  by various 
authors. 
Excellent  reviews  on  the matter have  been written by 
ILLIES  and  BO'rOSANEANU  in  1963  and  m.  '-r~  recently  by  HAWKES  in 
1975. 
According  to the  latter author only  two  researchers  have 
attempted  to produce  a  scheme  of  river-zone classification 
which  could  be  applied  throughout  the  world  • 
The  system uf  ILLIES  (1961)  is,  in essence,  a  temperature-
flow  based  classificdtiuu with  two  primary divisions  :  the 
upstream-rhithron,  and  the  downstream-Eotamon. 
HAWKES  (op.  cit.)  Lranslat--:s  the  German  charactertzation 
of  ILLIES-zo;lation  as  follows  : 
"(i)  RhiChr·~_?.!!  is  d..;j'-itzecl  as  that  par)t  of the  str<:;:am  from  its 
s o u  1
1 c: 2  down  t o  t lt L·'  l {_' :.J <-:  1 't~ o s t  p o i n t  w  h c 1) e  the  an. n k a l  rang c  of 
monthly  mean  tcmpe1·atur•ci.;  does  no-t  exceed  20~C. 
veloc.:ity  io  high  ar•J  tht.:  fl:.-'tJ  PQlume  ia  small.  1'he  substi)a-
tum  t/111y  be  comp c) .Jed  of  .fix~., d  rock,  stones  or  gr)ave l  and 
fine  sand.  Only  in  pools  and  sheltered areas  is  mud  deposited. 
(ii)  Potamon  is  tl"w  r•emaining  downstr•eam stretch of river 
where  the  annual  range  of monthly  mean  temperatures  exceeds 
20eC,  or,  in  tropical  latitudes,  with  a  summer  maximum  of 
the  monthly  mean  exceeding  25aC  (ILLIES  & BOTOSANEAUNU,  1963). 
The  current  velocity  over  the  PiVeP  bed is  low  and  tends 
to  be  laminar·.  The  river bed  is  mainly  of sand  or  mud, 5.-
although  gravel  may  also  be  present.  In  the  deeper  pools 
oxygen  may  be  depleted~  light  penetration  limited  and  mud 
deposited". 
'rhe  organisms  of  the  rhi  thron  i:n c  mostly  cold  stenotherms 
and  associated with  running,  well aerated waters,  those of  the 
potamon  are  eurytherm or warm-water  stenotherms,  typical  for 
lentic waters. 
The  two  major  zones  are  furhter  subdivided  in an  epi-meta 
and  hypo-zone  ;  ILLIES  and  BOTOSANEANU  (1963)  add  an  additional 
"crenon"  zone  upstream of  the rhithron,  to include  the  springs 
a-nd  headstreams  in their system. 
An  excellent  schematic  comparison  of different river 
classification systems  was  worked  out by  HAWKES  (op.  cit.) 
(Table  1) . 
The  second  author  to propose  a  universal classification 
system of  lotic habitats is the American  scieptist PENNAK. 
PENNAK  (1971)  bases his  system on  physical  and  chemical  para-
meters  and  rejects biological indicators as criteria to  sub-
divide  or categorize  flowages. 
From  the  two  reviews  quoted  above,  it appears  that two 
different approaches  have  been utilized for  the elaboration 
of biotypological classification systems  : 
a)  the physicochemical  approach with physical  (including geo-
morphological)  and  chemical criteria, 
b)  the biological approach,  based on  autecological or  synecolo-
gical data. I
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Recently  the  Frenchman  VE~UX  (1973,  1976a)  has worked 
out a  new,  modern biotypological approach based  on  the 
"biological structure of  a  theoretical ecosystem"  .. 
This  structure was  developed  through statistical analysis 
of  a  large  number  of quantitative  zoological data  (inverte-
brates  and  fishes)  obtained by methodic  prospection of several 
French  and  Swiss  river basin. 
Through  factorial  analysis  of  correspondences  10 theore-
t.ic.al  "typological  levels"  succeeding each other  from  the  source 
t.o  the mouth  of streams  can be distinguished  (Figure  1). 
Each  level is populated by  a  characteristic biocenotype.  The 
lat·ter is not necessarily composed of species belonging  to the 
sam·e  biocenoses,  but by  specieS· with closely related ecological 
characteristics. 
Indeed,  according to VERNEAUX's  system,species  can  be 
classified in four  ecological types  ~  ~ 
a)  eury-species  ("esp~ces eury~ces")  of  few  typ6logical sig-
nificance 
·b~l  intermediate species  t  associated to  a  specific typological 
level which  constitute its "ecological  prefere-n.dum"  but 
·which  can also be  found  in adjacent levels 
c·)  ·characteristic species·  ( "especes  repe.res")  which  are most 
-si.gnificant  from  the  typolo-gical point of vie·w  and  h·ave  a 
very stenoic character 
d:)  -species  C?f  ·few  typological significance which  have either 
~·peripheric position  (when  few  abundant)  or  a  subcentral 
~ne when  associated to  a  habitat,  a  microclimat or  a 
9articular ecological factor. \ 
·:  ·.· ... 
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Figure  1  Biotypological structure of  the  "running water" 
ecosystem,  sensu  '1ERNEAUX  (from  VERNEAUX,  1976  b) . 9.-
VERNEAUX  (1976,  1977a)  further  demonstrated  that his 
theoretical ecosystem  and its biotypological structure could 
be  correlated with the evolution of  four  fundamental  physico-
chemical parameters  along  a  watercourse viz  :  distance to  the 
source,median width of  stream bed,  slope  and  temperature. 
Fig.  2  shows  the correlations of  these physiochemical 
variables with  the  10  typological  levels  along  a  theoretical 
watercourse  ecosystem  (from VERNEAUX  and  LEYNAUD,  1974). 
Despite  the  endeavors  of all those who  devoted  the best 
of their efforts to classify watercourses  from  the ecological 
point of view  and  characterize portions of streams  through 
biotypological parameters,  it appears  that to date  : 
1)  no  universal biotypological  system has yet been  adopted  by 
hydrobiologists,  each  systems  having its defendants  and 
detractors  ; 
2)  the applicability of  any particular system depends  to  a 
large extent on  the use  one wants  to make  of  the classifi-
cation. 
It is with  the latter statement in mind  and  thinking 
particularly of the applicability at the broad  level of  the 
Community,  that we  attempted to work  out  a  system of biotypolo-
gical classification which  could be  applied by  as  large  a  group 
of hydrobiologists  as possible  and with  a  minimum  on equipment 
or highly  specialized taxonomic  training. ' I  I 
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Figure  2 
10.-
• 
Variations of  4  fundametal  parameters  along 
the biological structure of  a  theoretical 
"running water"  ecosystem  (from  VERNEAUX  and 
LEYNAUD,  1974) 
D  :  distance  to the  source 
Lm:  median  width of water bed 
OM:  median  maximum  temperature of the warmest month 
Pm:  median  slope in a  stretch of  1  km 11.-
The.resulting proposal,  outlined below,  takes  the 
rJationales  of the classification systems described in the 
literature as much  as  possible into account,  and  took  shape 
after numerous  discussions with experts  in different countries. 
Each  one  of the often critic opinions  expressed has  contributed 
to this final document. 
It leaves  no  doubt  that the biotypological classification 
presented here can  be  heavily criticized.  Considering,  however, 
that the guidelines  formulated  could  lead  to  an  easy  application 
within the  Community,  we  are hopeful  with  regard  to its imple-
mentation. 
3.  BASIC  APPROACH  FOR  A  BIOTYPOLOGICAL  CLASSIFICATION  APPLICABLE 
TO  WATERCOURSES  IN  THE  COMMUNITY 
The  best way  to establish a  biotypological classification 
of watercourses at the national or  international level, would  be 
take biological  samples  in as  many  segments  or sections  as 
possible,  of  each watercourse,  to list the  organisms present, 
and  to try to elaborate  a  system on  the basis of  the biological 
similarities  found  in identical habitats. 
Needless  to say that in practice this would  be  an  insur-
mountable  task even for  a  team of hydrobiologists,  because of 
the number  and  vastness of the Community's  river basins. 
An  approach based on  literature data was  proposed during 
the  EEC  Colloquium in  Luxemburg~ 12.-
"Ide  a ll  y _,  t h  .:1'~ e  s h o  7i  l d  be  an  ex  h au s t i v e  Z  is  t  of species . 
.rn  fact  European  s re ci  es  al'e  by  and  la.1•ge  uommon.  to  the 
Community  countries  and  the  first  job  would  be  to  draw  up 
a  balance  sheet  of these  speciks.  An  existing  body  or  one 
to  be  created  should  cetttrali~a  P~gional and  national  data 
on  flo·pa  and  .fauna". (TEND RON  and  RAVERA  - Synthesis  and 
Conclusions) .. 
A  realistic approach  to  tackle the  very  complex  problem of 
defining ecological  types  in watercourses  is in our opinion 
composed of  the  following  six consecutive  steps 
1.  ESTABLISHMENT  OF  A  THEORETICAL  CLASSIFICATION  SYSTEM  BASED 
ON  WELL-DEFJNED  SETS  OF  PHYSICOCHEMICAL  CHARACTERISTICS 
(MACROHAHI'J.'flrps)  REPRESENTATIVE  FOR_,  AND  COVERING  ALL  TYPE'S 
OF  WArPERCVURSES  IN  THE  COMMUNITY.· 
2.  SELECTION  OF  THE  MAJOR  PLANT  AND  ANIMAL  GROUPS  TO  BE 
CONSIDERED  POR  THE  DIFFERENT  BIOCENOTYPES. 
3.  HYDROBIOLOGICA£  SAMPLINGS  IN  WELL-DEFINED  STREAM  SECTIONS 
OF  AS  MANY  RIVERS  AS  POSSIBLE  IN  THE  COMMUNITY  WITH  DETER-
MIN.4'1'ION  OF  THE  MA CROHABITAT  (ABIOTIC J  CHARACTERISTICS  AND 
DRAFTING  OF  THE  LISTS  OF  DOMINANT  OR  CHARACTERISTIC 
ORGANISMS  BELONGING  TO  THE  TAXONOMIC  GROUPS  QUOTED  ABOVE. 
4.  ALLOCATION  OF  THE  ANALYZED  STREAM  SECTIONS  TO  THEIR  HABITAT 
CATEGORY  IN  THE  CLASSIFICATION  SYSTEM. 13 .. -
5.  COMPllRISON  OF  1'H~'  B IO!i'A  FOUND  IN  IDEN'l'ICAL  MACHOHAB.TTA'TS., 
E'STABLISHME'N'l'  OF  'l'ill:.'  iAXONOMIC  LEl'EL  OF  8IMILARL'P.lE8  AND 
DE 'l' £'H MIN  Jl '1
1 I 0 N  0 P  '1' H  S  AS  ,':J' 0 C lA  T I 0 N  S  M  0 S '1'  REP  RES  E' N  'l
1A 1' IV  E  F 0 R 
6.  E8'1'.<1HL18/!:1:1ENT  OF  l'fil~·  lJE'Pl.VI'PIVE  NU·M-t1l~'R  OP  flABT2't12
1S  AND 
B IUCr:'fV,J'l'YPES  PREEEN'l'  .ZN  P·H'f}  t"vA.TE'RCOUUSES  OJ?  'lllE  COMMUN.I'l'Y. 
It was  agreed that the  p:E"es·e.n·t:  wor:K  could only ;c_over  the 
can only be  reali.zed in a  lar:ger~· ppogr·am  involving  the 
assistance of many  sp~c.iali·sts -'from  the~ different E. E. C. 
countries. 
4.  DETERHlNNrlON  OF  MACROHABPllA'l'  rrYPES  FOR  WA'rERCOURSES  IN  'I'HE 
COMMUNI'rY  _· 
Any  biotypological classification always  depar-ts  from  the 
basic principle that  : 
" ... widely  separated  streams  and  rivers  having  very  similar 
~-~  -n~-b·i  o log-(ea l  features  wi l  Z.  usua Z.ly  have  parallel  and 
eculnuieally  similaP  faunas"  (PENNAK,  1971). 
However,  the  nunilier  as well  as  the  nature  of  the  physico-
chemical  parameters  considered necessary to characterize  a 
stretch or  segment  of  a  watercourse varies very much  from  one 
system to  anot~er,  ranging  from  one  single factor  (O~LE~  1937) 
to as  much  as  13  (PENNAK,  1971). 14.-
According  to  the latter author  the  following  physical, 
chemical  and  even biologi.cal  parameters  are  necessary for  the 
precise characterization of  a  part of  a  watercourse  : 
- width 
- flow 
- current  ~peed 
- substratwn 
- sununer  temperature 
- winter  t~nperature 
- turbidity 
- total dissolved  inorganic matter 
- total  di~solved organic matter 
- water hardness 
- dissolved oxygen 
- rooted  aquatics 
- stream side vegetation 
VERNEAUX  and  •ruFF'ERY.  (1967)  even list 23  physical  and 
morphometric  factors  to precisely define the environment in 
which  a  particular biocenosis thrives. 
According  to  HAWKES  (1975),  the major 
"faetoPs  of eeologieal  signifiaanae  which  exhibit  a  progrea-
siue  change  in  value  along  the  lenglzt  of rivers  are  : 
current  velocity,  substratum,  flow,  temperature,  dissolved 
oxyyen,  dissolved nutrients,  hardness  •••  and  organisms. 
Many  of these  are  interdependent". 
PITWELL  in his  remarkable  review on  "Biological monotoring 
of rivers in the  Community  ..  presented at the E.E.C.  Colloquium 
in Luxemburg  corroborates this with the  following  statements  : 15.-
"Thus  w  a t e  1':,  s vee  d  ls  de  pen  den t  on - g P-ad i en t  and  c  1'~ o s s 
seotion  of the  b-ed  and  he'd  forme~  tJh~: Lst  bed  fol~m is  depen-
d en  t  c: .h i e fly  o.-n  w  a t:e Y'  s p e e d . . . vi-i d t h  i s  o b vi  o us l y  r e l a t e d 
to  exposure  -to  a_'i-r •• -.  For'  __ !:__~~-t!_~t.  ___  -~~2~.f!  be1:ng~  flotJ  r'ate  (or' 
g r a  ci_ i en  t  )  -and  w  'i d t h  a 1'
1 e  E~~  t; c:t. it  L!. i::. ___  e sse  n t i a l •  Plow  rate 
determines:  tur•bulenee  and  bed  type,  -whilst  depth  determines 
the  r•a:--te  of- oxygen  d-~fj"usion  -to  the  bed.  Width  is  dependent 
O:'Kl  th;e  volume  of uJa.ter  available  having  due  r'cgal
1.d  to  bed 
s.hape...  1/low  raie  also  has  an  effect  on  the  rate  of oxygana-
Gr>adient 
rn.ccy.  he  substituted  for  flow  rate  as  they  are  directly 
':l~e la"t-ed  par·amc tars". 
Art-er  numerous  discussions,  and  considering especially  the 
implementation of  the biotypological classification at the  level 
o-:t  all the river basins of  the  Conununity,  it was  fi.nally 
decided  to  reduce  the  number  of physicochemical  parameters  to 
characteri-ze -macrohabitats to five
1
namely  : 
- width  of channel 
- ·slope 
- water hardness 
- structure of-substratum 
- temperature  regime 
The first  tWQ-~r~ those  considered by  PITWELL  to be  of 
prime  importance.,,  wb~reas the  same  a_u_thor  also  suggest bottom 
material to be  the uext most  im~ort~nu v~riable. 16.-
Our  selection also matches quite well  the  conclusions 
drawn  by  VERNEAUX  (1977a)  from  a  correlation analysis  of his 
10  point typological structure with  23  physicochemical  para-
meters. 
From  the  study of this  author  1 c  appears that temperature, 
water hardness  and  slope  are  part of  the  3  "synthetic"  factors 
which  are statistically most  characteristic for  the abiotic 
evolution of watercourses. 
VERNEAUX's  3"synthetic factors"are  respectively 
- doD 
maximum  mean  temperature of the warmest  month 
distance  to the  source  (in  km)  time  total hardness 
ratio of  average  cross  section  (in m2)  to slope 
(in  °/oo)  time  square  of width  of water  bed 
(in m2). 
It is clear that  a  classification based  on  only five 
parameters  cannot  be  as  refined  as  one  based  on  say  23.  The 
major objective of  the  system,  however,  is not  to define  an 
infinite number  of  "microhabitats"  or 
11IDO$aics  of biotopes
11 
as  men~ionned in the  review of  ILLIES  and  BOTOSANEANU  (1963), 
each  populated by  "sinusia"  of  organisms,  but to define  an  (as 
small ·as  possible)  number  of major physicochemical categories 
(macrohabitats)  and  to correlate  them  (in  a  second step)  with 
their major  (dominant  or  chacteristic)  biota. 17.-
For  each of  the  five  environmental  factors mentioned  above 
a  minimum  of  subdivisions  are  proposed  to characterize broadly 
u  n 
segments  of watercourses  as  riverine types,  in the  sense of 
PITWELL  (op.  cit.). 
Considering  the  fact  that in  mas~ cases,  these physico-
chemical or morphometric chracteristics of  t:Re  examined 
segments  of  the watercourses will have  to be  de--E-e.:r;:m·ined  by 
biologists,  we  thought it useful  to describe or refer  to 
unsophisticated field methods. 
A.  WIDTH  OF  CHANNEL 
The  importance  of this  f·a..etoJJ  s;hall  not:  on-ly  be  sought 
"in  se••  but mainly  .in  correlatio:n wi  tll  the  ne~~: one  :  the  ~lope 
of  the  channel. 
Both  indeed determine  the  flow  rate  o·f  t:h:e  wat;·er  mass 
(cf.  statements of  PIT·WELL  above)\  ; it. is  pre'ci~-ly.  this rate 
which  is one  of  the major ecological  parame~e~.lf'S  d~·t:ermining the 
presence  or  absence  of  a  particulal' species  •. 
As  far as  the  width itself is concerned,  ETN·SELE  (1960) 
has  shown  that even  at  a  constan~ slope  there is a  definite 
increase  in current  speed with  increasing size o•  the  channel 
width. 
With  regard to the  numbe~ of subdivisions which  should be 
considered for  this parameter  PENNAK  (op.  cit.)  pertinently 
remarks  that  : 18.-
" ...  almost  any  set of width  categories  is  arbitraPy  and 
based  on  pe  1'Sorza l  exper•i e nee". 
Departing  fran the  rough ecological  statement of  the  same 
author  that : 
bottom  faunas,  the  most  complex  and  dense  faunas  usually 
be i n g  found  i n  lo t i e  It a b -i t a t s  b  ~  t we en  5  and  2 (}  me t e  1:1 s  w  i de 
11 
it was  finally decided  to  consider  three categories of widths 
a)  less  than  2  meter 
b)  from  2  to  25  meters 
c)  more  than  25  meters 
As  a  generale  rule,  and  especially with  regard  to  lrH~  in-
crease  in width  by  run-off,  only  the  width at the  ~ypical 
·rive.r  condition shall be  considered  :  the  so-called  "over-bank 
flow". 
The  width  of  small watercourses  can easily be  measured 
with  a  ribbon meter  ;  for  larger rivers  or  streams  a  tachymeter 
will have  to be  used. 
B.  SLOPE 
This  factor  in only indirectly related  to  the presence  or 
absence  of  aquatic  organisms  :  the  important parameters  from  the 
biological point of view  are indeed the flew rate or  the current 
speed which  also determine  the  oxygen  regime  (cf.  quotation  from 
PITWELL  above). 19.-
As  both  flow  (volume/time)  and  current  (distance/time) , 
however,  are very much  dependent  of  parameters  such  as  depth, 
roughness  of the  bed  (including  nature of the  substratum), 
discharge,  surface  tension of  the water etc.  ,  they  are 
factors  which  are difficult to  measur~ and  categorize.  We 
prefered to consider  the  slope  of  the  channel  section as  re-
presentative for both  factors  flow  and  current,  an  opinion 
inspirated by  the  "regle des  pentes"  proposed by  HUET  in  1946 
for  the classification of  fish zones  and  based  on  both  the 
factors  slope  and width of  stream  channel. 
According  to  LEOPOLD  et al.  (1961)  the  mean  water  velocity 
in  a  channel  is indeed proportional  to  the  square  root of  the 
product of  the hydraulic  radius  and  the  slope  : 
v  :::  c  VRs 
where  v  ~ mean  velocity 
c  :G  a  constant 
R  z  hydraulic  .radiu$  (cross--s.ect.ional  area divided by 
the  le-ng-th  of the wetted perimeter) 
s  111!!1  slo_.pQ  to'n'  the  wat_e:e  surface) 
In wide  sw~~~~w watep  this is  a~mos~ equivalent to 
.:y_.- ~ c  ~,. 
with  d  = mea-n.  d:~ptl).  .. 20.-
VERNEAUX's  (1977a)  3rd synthetic factor  :  Sm  (see  above) 
Pl2 
is another mathemical  formulation related to water velocity. 
HUET's  "slope  rule"  was  worded  as  follows  : 
nzn  a  given  bio-geographiaaZ  ar~a~  rivers  or stretches of 
tiaal biological  oh~raatcristi~s and  very  similar fish 
popu la·tions ". 
By  extrapolating HUET's  "regle des  pentes"  (Fig.  3)  we 
propose  to consider  four  slope categories  : 
7°/oo  . steep  . 
3  7°/oo  medium  steep 
1  - 3°/oo  flat 
1°/oc  plain 
Depending  on  the site and  the equipment  available
1
the 
hydrobiologist  can  use  any of the  following  methods  to measure 
the  slope of a  watercourse  segment  : 
1)  charts  on  some  detailed charts  the denivelation  from  km  to 
km  is indicated 
2)  theodolite  :  unavailable  in most  cases 
3)  any  type  of  leveling device 
4)  for  those  who  do not  possess  any specific equipment  the  follo-
wing  very  crude but most  simple method  may  be helpful!. Figure  3 
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Relationships  between  the  slope  and 
fish  zones  (after HUET,  1946). 
21.-22.-
extrapolation,  the portion of  the watercourse under  study) . 
Equipment  necessary  :  ~)  25  m  (or  even better  50  m)  transparent 
P-lastic  tubing  (of  +  5  - 10  mm  inner 
diameter·) 
b)  two  sticks of  1  m  lenght,  with  sub-
divisions  o·f  1  nun 
1)  The  tube shall be  lined along  and  fastened  to the  s~ick at 
each extremity  (Figure  4A) 
2)  At  the  investigation site,  the  two  sticks are put next  to 
each other with  the demarcations at exactly the  same  height. 
The  tube is filled with water till the water  level is beyond 
the  0.5  meter  mark  on both  sticks  (the water  level  should 
give exactly the  same  read  out on both sticks). 
3)  The  first  stic~ is put on  the  ground  in  a  vertical position 
as  close  as  possible  to the bank  of  the watercourse  a 
second  investigator goes  down  along  the  bank  with the  second 
stick untill the entire lenght of  the  tube is unrolled  and 
stretched.  The  second  stick is then also put vertically on 
the  ground  (Figure  4B). 
4)  Both  investigators  then carefuily read the  exact mark  of  the 
water level on  the stick  (A  and  B) 
5)  The  slope  S  of  the  terrain  (corresponding  roughly  to  the 
slope of  the watercourse)  can be  calculated very easily  from 
B-A  =  difference  (in  em)  between  the water  level on both sticks 
1  =  1enght of tube  (in  em)  between  both sticks 
S  (o/oo)  = B-A 
1 23.-
Figure  4  .  Determination of  the  slope of  a  terrain 
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Considering the limited lenght of the  tube,  it is 
recommended  to repeat  the  exercise several times  at different 
sites along  a  1  km  stretch of  the watercourse  and  to  average 
the obtained measurements. 
From  all the  chemical  parameters  influencing the  composition 
of  the aquatic  fauna  and  flora  in !otic biotopes  the water 
hardness  is probably  one  of the most  representative. 
As  said before  the  oxygen  content  has  already been  taken 
into account since  it is roughly correlated to current speed 
and  as  such  to its determinant:the slope. 
Water  hardness,  as  mentionned  by  HAWKES  (1976) 
"is  the  .)n ly  one  af  the  many  va1,-iab l es  in  the  ehem1.:ca l 
content  of  water~,  with  which  difj'erent  aharac::te:Y~istia bio-
logical  communiticu  ean  be  assoeiated". 
Hardness mainly reflects the content in calciurn,  one of  the 
major  ions  in freshwater  ;  it is also closely related to 
carbonate  (or sulfate)  and  its linkages  to bicarbonate,  carbon 
dioxide,  alkalinity and  pH. 
The  hardness depends  in the first place of  the geological 
nature of the streambed  (calcareous or siliceous)  of  the head-
waters. 
It is known  for  a  long  time  that there are definite and 
rather clear-cut biological differences  between hard water 
biota and soft water biota. 25.-
In this  regard  HAWKES  (op cit.)  mentions  that  : 
"in  hard  waters  a  ~ich macrophytic-flora  develops  and  the 
invertebrate  fauna  is dominated  by  crustaceans ~d molluscs. 
In  soft  acid  waters  the  macroflora is restricted  and  the 
inverteb.~ates  are  dominated  by  e  Y;;terygote  insect  nymphs". 
The  importance of the  Calcium content of  running  waters 
for  a  biotypological  subdivision  based on macrophytes,  has  been 
demonstrated  in a  recent paper  by  WEB"ER-OLDECOP  (1977) 
"Flies  sgewass  er·typolog ie auf  vege-t-a.tionskundlichelf  Grundlage" . 
Although  arbitrary,  a  r.o~gh dem:aJ.:eation  line  seems  to be 
possible at the  !  meq/1  and  5  meq/1  level  to distinguish the soft 
waters  (below  1  meq/1)  those  o.f  inte-riJl'~d:iate  hard'ness  (from 
1  to  5  m~q/1)  arrd  the very hard  wa·ter-::S  (above  5  meq/1)  typical 
for  example  for  chalk  streams. 
The  soft waters  are  further  characterized by  pH  values 
'mostly  below  7,  whereas  the other  categories have  an  alkaline 
-pH. 
P·.  STRUCTURE  OF  SUBSTRATUM 
Generally it can  be  said that in most river systems  the 
mean  particle size decreases  in the  downstream direction1 the 
size of  the  substratum material being determined by  the water 
velocity.  As  such  a  rough  correlation exists between  the 
particle size  and  the slope. 
It is well  known  that the nature of  the benthic biota 
is very closely correlated with  the-.size of the substrate 26.-
material,  much  more  eventhan with  the  chemical  composition of 
the  latter. 
HAWKES  (1976)  mentions  that : 
"stable  stones  and  rocks  as  well  .. .  fine  silt form  suitable 
substrates  for  different  (Jommunit;·(,_~s  whereas  the  inter-
mediate  small  gravel  and  sand  provides  an  inhospitable 
habit  for  most  organisms". 
Considering  the  temporay  presence  of  many  types  of sub-
strata in function of the  changes  in flow  and  run-off,  it has 
been  discussed at lenght to consider  a  division based on  the 
eroding,  respectively despositing character of  the  substrate, 
to be  further subdivided into stable versus unstable  types. 
Although  this subdivision is in essence very meaningful!, 
it appears  most  di~ficult to define  the limits of each sub-
division for practical application of the  system. 
Consequently we  preferred  to categorize  the  substrates 
according  to their particle size,  as  preconized  by  most  authors. 
W~ delibe_rately restricted the  number  of subdivisions  to 
three categories of inert substrates  : 
a)  dominant  stony 
b)  dominant  sandy 
including all types of substrates consisting 
of particles  exceeding  2  em. 
with part.icle sizes ranging  from  2  rnm  to 
200  ,urn. 
c)  dominant  muddy  :  particles smaller tlwm  200  pm. 27.-
It is clear that  in many cases  sediments  with  mixed 
particle sizes will be  present. 
PENNAK  (op.  cit.)  emphasizes  that  : 
"essentially  every  lot-ic  substr:'<i·•- -,:s  a  mixture  of pa"Ptic:l.e 
type s  ;  u  .'3 u  a: ll  y _,  h o  lJ e v e r  _,  a  s e e f:  ~.: on  of a  s t r e u: m  can  be 
visually  characterized in  accordance  ZJith  the  dominant 
item  forming  the  substrate". 
In river stretches where  two  or three  types  of  substrates 
are  found  close to  each other,  the biota of each of  them 
should  be  determined  separately and  classidied accordingly  in 
t_heir  respective  "habitat boxes". 
E.  TEMPERA'l'UHE  REGI.M.£ 
This  param€ter which  is dependent  on  both altitude  and 
latitute is of  primary  importance  in our  classification since 
the distribution pattern of the organisms  is  function  of their 
temperature  toleranc~ range. 
Let us  ~lso remind  that this factor  controls  to  a  certain 
extent dissolved oxygen  and  dissolved nutrients. 
According  to  ILLIES  (1961)  (see  chapter  2) the  maximum  of 
20°C  fo~ the monthly  mean  water  temperature  seems  to  be  an 
importan~ physical barrier for  the distribution of animal 
species,  an  opinion  recently confirmed  for  plant associations 
by  WEBER  -OLDECOP  (1970-1971). ) 
l--
·~ 
28.-· 
Most experts considered that a  further subdivision was 
highly desitable to distinguish the  typical  fauna's  and  flora's 
of cold,  temperate,  warm  and hot waters. 
As  HAWKES  (1975)  pertinently r8marks  : 
"for  an  ol'ganism  to  establish  a  population  in  a  given  biotope. 
the  environmental  conditions  must  be  such  that  the  organism 
not  only  BUl'Vives.  but  is  not  caused  to  leave,  is able  to 
feed  and  gz-ow  and successfully  reproduce". 
Considering  the impossibility of temperature readings at 
different moments of the year, it was  decided  to adopt  the 
temperature  approach of  ILLIES,  namely  the highest mean  tern-
perature of  the stream  (sununer  temperature). 
Whenever  possible a  mininum  - maximum  thermometer  (or  a 
thermometrograph)  ~hould be left in the water  for  a  certain 
period to establish the  thermal  character of  the watercourse. 
Finally 'it was  decided  to distinguish the  following 
four  temperature classes  : 
cold  :  mean  summer  temperature  always  below  l2°C 
Temperature  :  mean  summer  temperature between  l2°C  and  17°C 
(occasionnaly up  to  20°C) 
warm 
hot 
mean  summer  temperature  between  20°C  and  23°C 
(occasionnaly down  to  l7°C) 
mean  summer  temperature  always  exceeding  23°C 5.  MAJOR  PLANT  AND  ANIMAL  GROUPS  TO  CONSIDER  FOR  THE 
ESTABLISHMENT  OF  THE  BIOCENOTYPES 
29.-
Every aquatic habitat is by definition succeptible  to be 
colonized by  a  tremendous  variety  .:,;:·  ;pecies  belonging  to  a 
wide  array of  taxonomic  groups. 
Table  2  which  is derived  from  a  training Manual  on Water 
Pollution edited by  the  Environmental Protection Agency  (USA) 
gives  an  idea of  the  number  of groups  of organisms  that ca:n  : 
theoretically be  encountered in aquatic biotopes. 
It,  is obvious  that the qualitative presence of  a  sp:ecies 
in an  aquatic biotope  depends  in the first place on its tolerance 
range  for  the  environmental  (abiotic)  factors  characteristic 
for  the particular habitat  ;  the quantitative presence  i.s 1 
besides abiotic  i~fluences 1 also dependent  from  trophic relation-
ships with the other species. 
As  a  result any biocenosis  thriving in  a  particular habitat 
is  (or  cah  be)  composed of  a  mixture  of  species the  tolerance 
of which  towards  the abioticchamcteristics of  the particular 
environment  can  range  from  eury to  steno. 
In otfier w.brds,,  .s-ome- of the  species present will also be 
found  (or  can  a1s.o  t.hrlve)  in other habitats whereas  others 
will be restricted to that particular set of  enviror~ental 
conditions. Table  2 
PELATIONSHIPS  BETWEEN  FREE  LIVING  AQUATIC  ORGANISMS 
PRODUCERS  I 
Orgamc 1\!aterial Produce 1,  Or  game :\1aten:.l  l!i~··"·l•'d or 
:J 
Crr:~~;n..-·,1 
-
Usually b·--y--P-hotosynthcsls  -------- ..  _  D1ges~  1!.1-'f:r:·  .' 1  ~ 
CONSUMERS 
J 
f>rgan•~~~~~~~~"•1 
by l:xtrace1lular f.·!_:;ts~~-~n 
and Intraccl:ular  ~,1etab::>llsm 
to  \lir.t•.ral  (·o~Jd.twr. 
F:'.LH1~Y ~TOP.ED 
Flowenn~ I'lants ar.cJ 
Cyn~ll·)"pern!  .  .; 
Liver""urts,  Mosses 
;\~ull!q•!lul.lr Gret:n 
Al.,:;u: 
Red Algae 
Brown Alv.ae 
r·:'.l~HGY RELEASED 
lia>.ldlurnycetes 
Cru  .. tJ.ceans  Rcptllt~b 
··, gnwntc.:d  Wonm; 
Fung1 lmptrfecti 
Pr1r.11t, vt> 
C tH)CJah,.., 
l!ot;ndworms  EchwoJer·m  :-
Flatwurms 
Coele:Heratt>~ 
HJgb•r l'hycomycetes 
--------------.  -·-------------------------------- . ---- -----------
H I G H E R  P R 0 T I S T A 
l  l:igf•lLil,•d, 
(J,(oll·pq!ll\t'llll d) 
-------------,--·---~----------------------~·~J  -----
'  I 
(From 
L 0 W  E R  P R 0 T  S T A 
(  o  r 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
\1  ,, n  t:'  r  a 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
S.q'f'··phytl(' 
Ha.-t•·r1al 
Typt ::> 
Tr  a 1: n in  g  Manu  a l  on  W  a-te r  Po Z l u t ion, 
Env/t•vnmental  Pl'oteetion  4~en  U  c  A  )  • U  .  cy_,  oUo  0 
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For  this  reason  VERNEAUX  (1976b),  in his biotypological 
system,  considers  both  "ecological  preferendum
11  and  the 
"typological  amplitude"  of  the  species. 
The  former  factor  refers  to  th(~  .;fltegory  to which  the 
species belongs  in his  10  point  system whereas  the latter 
expresses th€! degree  of  "stendicy". 
VERNEAUX  (op  citr.)  carne  to the  conclusion that there  are 
practically no  species  the  typological  amplitude of which  is 
lower  than  ~  auccessive  level~ in his biotypological system. 
The  characteristic species  are  the most  stenoic  and  range 
over  3  ±  1  level  ;  the  intermediate  can  be  spread out over 
6  ±  1  level  i  the central species  are  the most  eurytopic : 
9  +  1  levels. 
Theoretically  a  given  aquatic  environment  is characterized 
biologically by  all the  species  composing  the  hydrobiocenoses, 
qualitatively as well  as quantitatively. 
Needlees  to  say  that in practice  an  extensive listing of 
all species  populating  a  particular habitat is not  applicable 
for  any  biotypological classification for  reasons  of  time  as 
well  as ot  determination problems. 
From  this practical consideration three questions arise 
a)  shall our biotypological classification be  based on  one  group 
of organisms  or take different groups  into consideration  ? 
It should be  remindedthat most of  the earlier zonation 
studies were  based on  fish  as  sole characteristic species. 32.-
More  recently  DESCY  (1975)  proposed  au  algal  typology  based  on 
diatom  co~nunities. 
It was  agreed that,  in  anc.d.oyy  to  schentes  utilized 
throughout  Europe  for  water qualitl,.  !·.nrv~ys,  different catego-
ries or organisms  should be  considLl ..  ~  for  this reference bioty-
pological classification. 
b)  which  organisms  are really representative or characteristic 
for  a  particular habitat  those  that are  found  in abundance 
(dominant  species)  or  those of which  the distribution is 
restricted to that specific habitat  {steno-species)  ? 
The  latter question is ,particularly pertinent with regard 
to pollution since it is well-known  t.hat,  due  to their more 
narrow  tol.erance  ranges,  steno-species will in most  cases  be 
wiped  out first. 
However,  the determination of  t.he  "steno"-species  involves 
once  again  the establishment of  the  complete  list of organisms 
since steno-species can be  either quantitatively very well 
represented or on  the  contrary occur in only  very  small  numbers. 
Considering that the dominant biota quantitatively reflect 
the overall effect of  the aquatic environment  and  that as  such 
there  can  be  no doubt  that they characterize  the habitat 
biologically, it was  decided that  for  the  establishment of the 
biocenotypes,  only  the  predominant  species  from different 
groups of organisms  should be  taken  into consideration. 33.-
With  regard to the  concept 
11dominant 
11  it is not po·ssi.ble 
to set any  precise rule for practical application sinc.e., 
besides avoiding extensive lists, we  also want  to excYude  any 
mathematically exact quantitative analysis of the  bio~a LOE  a 
general biotypological classification. system. 
At  the risk of oversimplification we  would  like to  compare 
the  typing of  the major  biota in each of  the specific  macx~ 
habitats  (biotopes)  with  a  plane  flying over  a  certain region 
at a  certain altitude.  The  higher the plane flies the rougher 
the  characterization of  the  terrestrial region  (with,,  how-ever, 
the possibility of pinpointing the  dominant  features af the· 
l·andsca:pe)  ;  the  lower  the  ai:r:craft flies,  the more  d.eta.ils can 
be  recogniz·ed  (which  can  be  translated as  more  group·s  considered 
or more  speo:t:fi-c  determination in each dominant  group of orqa-
nisms) • 
c)  which  of  th¢  numerous  groups  of organisms  populating  running 
water$  shall be  selected for  the establishment of major 
biocenotype-~  ? 
With  regard to the practical implementation of the bio-
typological  system proposed  and  especially considering the 
problems  of  sa.rnpling  and  analysis,  as well  as  the degree of 
taxonomic  expertise required as  such  a  broad level as  the 
entire Community  hydrographic basins  ,  it was  decided to limit 
the  analyses  to the macrophytic vegetation  (including  the 
macroscopic  algae)  and  the macroscopic  fauna  (size exceeding 
0~5 mm),  sampled  in the lotic facies  (thus  avoiding  the littoral zone) . 
The  following  groups  of organisms  should be  considered 
- Aquatic weeds  (macroscopic  groups  only) 
- Vascular  plants 
- Vermes,  Turbellaria  (Tricladij~) 
Oligachaeta 
Hirudinea 
- Mollusca,  Gastropoda 
Bivalvia 
- Crustacea,  Isopoda 
Amphipoda 
Decapoda 
-· Insecta,  Plecoptera 
Ephemeroptera 
Trichoptera 
Odonata 
Megaloptera 
Hemiptera 
Coleoptera 
Diptera 
- Pisces 
34.-
The  level of  determination of  the  organisms  encountered is 
a  matter of  taxonomical  expertise  as  well  as  of availability of 
good  taxonomic  keys.  Indeed it is  a  fact that in some  countries 
of  the  Community  certain watercourses  have  never  been  analyzed 
hydrobiologically  and  the  probability that new  species will be 
found  is quite high. 35.-
As  a  general  rule  the organisms  should be  determined 
"as  far as possible". 
HAWKES(personal  communication)  considered that for  the 
river basins of  the U.K.  with which  he  was  familiar,  the 
determination in many  of the  above mentioned  groups  could be 
carried out down  to the  sp~cies level  ;  Coleoptera  and 
Diptera larvae  t.O·  the  genu~s-,  T·r·ichopte_ra  larva~ to the 
family  or species  (d.e·p:~ndin<J  cln  the  g~o.u:r;>-),  :t?ivalves  to  the 
genus,  Oligo·c'hae-te.-s·  t.·o  ·th.~  ·:fan.tily,  and  macros_cop~c algae  to 
the genus •. 
Although  th~  qpp~o~cp-qutlined above might  seem 
extremely  <?~ude.,  it sh9uld  be  admitted that before  any  more 
sophistiQa~e:d  c~las·si·fication system would  be  applicable in 
t.he  enti~e C:Qnfinunity,  we- absolutely need basic biological 
data to  char~a·c:terize,  able it but very  roug~ly,  portions 
of  wat~erGourses. 
W~th regard to  the period of  sampling it is obvious  that 
the hydrobiological analysis·shall preferably be  carried out 
during  a  "iiormal  situation" of the watercourse  (no  spring 
run-off or-winter samplings). 
Fo~ the  sampling methodology we  can  refer to the 
recent WOODIWISS  - report of  the  "EEC  Technical  Seminar 
on Biological Water  Assessment Methods"  held at Nottingham 
in October --19-76. 36.-
6.  NUMBER  OF  MACROHABITAT  CLASSES  AND  THEIR  SPECIFIC  BIOCENOTYPES 
Table  3  summarizes  the  environmental parameters  and  their 
subdivisions to be  considered. 
Despite  the  drastic limitation  !'.,3  the  number  of  subdivisions 
for  each  parameter,  the  combination of all the  subdivisions 
nevertheless results  in  :  3  x  4  x  3  x  3  x  4  =  432  theoretical 
categories of macrohabitats  (biotopes)  i.e. portions of water-
courses with well-defined physicochemical characteristics  (at 
least with  regard  to  the  parameters  considered  (which  as 
mentioned  above  are1 however1  interdependent with  many  others). 
It is evident  (and  fortunate)  that  a  certain number  of 
the  cqmbinations will  only result in  .. theoretical" habitats 
which will not occur  in nature. 
It is for  example  hard  to  imagine  that anywhere  in the 
Community  a  river exists  of  more  than  25  meter width,  the 
summer  temperature  of  which  does  not  exceed  l2°C. 
Considering  the  numerous  river basins  in  the  EEC,  it would 
however,  be  presumptuous  to try to determine  the  exact  number 
of existing macrohabi tats starting :rrore  a theoretical basis. 
Since each  sampling shall by  definition characterize  a 
particular habitat,  the  exact number  of habitats will automati-
cally be  known  at the  end  of the vast hydrobiological  survey 
at the  Community  level  (cf.  chapter  3)  should  the present 
proposal  be  implemented. 37.-
From  the practical point of view  we  propose  in the meantime 
to attribute  to each of  the  432  theoretical macrohabitats 
a  code,  which  can be  very easily defined as  follows  : 
the  five  basic parameters  are  identified by  the  following  symbols 
Width  of  channel  W 
Slope  (or gradient)  G 
Water  hardness  H 
Structure of substratum  S 
Temperature  regime  T 
The  subdivisions  for  each  abiotic parameter are charac-
.terized by  a  number  (from  1  to  3  or to  4,  according to the 
number  of  subdivisions). 
The  proposed system is outlined in table  4. 
The  code  number  W2G3H2S2T2  thus  refers  to  a  portion of  a 
watercourse  from  2  to  25  m width,  with  a  medium  steep slope of 
1- 3  °/oo,  and  an  intermediate water hardness  it has  a  sandy 
bottom and  the  temperature  reg1me  is that of  a  temperate 
climate. 
For  reasons of simplicity the  432  theoretical macroha-
bitats shall preferably be  characterized by  their  "box  number". 
For  the  example  given above  the box  number  is thus  23222. ·
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7.  PRACTICAL  PROCEDURES 
A.  ABIO'r IC  PARAMEr.eERS 
-------------~----
For  the  hydrobiological analysis of  the portions of water-
courses,  we  susJgosL  to  usc  the  foi~,:.;ing chart (see  table  5). 
B.  DOMINANT  BIO'l'A 
The  dominant  plants,  respectively animals,  occuring  in  a 
particular watercourse shull  be  listed in  a  decreasing  sequence 
of  importance. 
The  taxonomic  citation shall be  as  follows  : 
Class  Order  Family  Genus  Species 
When  comparing- the  biota  found  at different geographical 
sites for  env.ironments  wj_ th similar physicochemical  charac-
teristics  (similar macrohabitats)  the full  taxonomical  descrip-
tion should  allow  to  determine  the  taxonomic  rank  of similitude 
in the  dominant  floristic  and  faunistic  groups. 
8.  DErrEHMINATION  OF  FINAL  NUMBER  OF  MACROHABI'rATS  AND  THEIR 
R£Sl)EC'J1IVE  CHARAC'I'ERISrrrc  HYDROBIOCENOZES 
The  procedure  outlined above  should permit  to extrapolate 
the 
11Unites systematiques"  (in  the  sense  of  VERNEAUX  and 
TUFFERY,  1967)  on which  the definitive biocenotype,  characteris-
tic for  each macrohabitat,  should be  based. 
For  example  the  comparison  of  the biota of similar macro-
habitats  in differenthydrographic basins or  regions,  will reveal trable  5 
eii.  Physical  and  chemical characteristics 
of  the macrohabitat 
41.-
nate  o~ analysis  1  .........  '" ..........................  . 
Name  of  watercours@  .................................. 
Geographical  OE  cartographical  coordinates  : 
Width  of  overbank  flow  :  ............................... 
Water  hardness  :  ....................................... 
Structure  of  substratum  .............................. 
Mean  summer  temperature 
Habitat  category  W •• G ••  H •• S ••  T •• 
Box  number 42.-
similitudes in aquatic weeds  at the  family  level,  for molluscs 
at the genus  level  and  for certain categories of organisms  maybe 
even at the species  level. 
The characterization of the  biocenotypes  representative  for 
each macrohabitat class,  by  the mere  listing of the  dominant 
biota1even at the order or family  level of determination,  will, 
in our opinion already lead  to a  most useful reference system 
for  the  future establishment of water quality criteria. 
When  the biocenotypes will be  compared with each other 
(each of  them  standing for  one  particular macrohabitat)  iden-
tical biocenotypes will probably  show  up  for different  (but 
probably neighbouring)  classes of  the  theoretical physico-
chemical macrohabitat subdivision  system proposed above. 
The  pooling of the habitat t~s  of the latter will finally lead 
to a  minimum  number of categories of major hydrobiocenonses 
(in the  sense of biocenotypes)characterizing ecological types 
in watercourses. 
9.  SYNOPSIS 
The  different steps worked out for  he  establishment of a 
theoretical classification system of macrohabitats  are  summarized 
in chart 1. 
The  practical implementation i.e.  the hydrobiological 
sampling  program which  should  lead to the  reduction of  the  number 
of macrohabitats  and  the selection of systematic units for  the 
establishment of definitive hydrobiocenotypes is outlined in 
chart 2. Width 
I 
(W) 
3 
WGHST 
11111 
Chart  1  43.-
Establishment  of  theoretical  classification  system  of  macrohabitats 
Watercourse 
"  ~  .._._A_q_u_a_t_i_c_e_c_o_s_y_s_t_e_m_. ~ 
,...  __  H_ab_._i_t_a_t  __  ...,.  ~ 
(Abiotic part)  L___j 
' 
Selection of physico-
chemical parameters 
for macrohabitat 
characterization 
Slope  Water  Structure 
I 
Hardness 
I 
(G)  (H) 
•  Determination of 
minimum  number  of 
subdivisions  for 
each parameter 
+ 
t 
Calculation of 
theoretical number 
of macrohabitats 
3  X  4  X  3  X  3  X  4 
of 
substratum 
I 
(S) 
3 
= 432  macrohabitat classes 
Macrohab/tat 
identification 
!  ..  WGHST 
Temperature 
regime 
' 
(T) 
4 
Selectijl of group 
of organisms  for 
characterization of 
biocenotypes 
'  Plants 
Aquatic weeds 
Vascular plants 
Animals 
Vermes 
Mollusca 
Crustacea 
Insecta 
Pisces 
·'  d  .  . 
Taxonom~c  eterm1nat1on 
dependent of expertise 
and availability of keys 
Class 
Or  do 
Family 
Genus 
Species 
'- /  34334  ..............  ~  ¥..._.___., 
First ~Box  number~Last p 
0 
T 
I 
0 
N 
Chart  2 
·--------·----------
Oetennin<ttion of major hydrobiocenotypes  c.tccording  to IlldcrohctLi tClL  c:l.  .• ~.:-. .i  t:.Lcuti.on 
cou.r::..>t  ~-~-----------------------·----------------··--·-·-•--•w 
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